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COVID-19—Second Wave
As we begin to look forward to the festive season, a harsh
truth must be acknowledged.

are operating at full strength, with the added safety
procedures we would all expect.
Once again I find myself in awe of the commitment and hard
work of our team.

The second wave of COVID-19 is with us and things are likely
The NHS is its people, not the buildings or equipment. Our
to get worse before they get better.
people are coming into work, day after day.

On behalf of the Board, I’d like to thank all our staff and
implore everyone reading this to remain safe and follow any
and all government advice with regards to the threat of
COVID-19.

#HandsFaceSpace
Video appeal

As during wave one, our staff are standing tall to meet this
challenge head on.
Cancer treatments, maternity services, outpatients and more

Respiratory consultant Doctor
Cath Monaghan recently took
part in a filmed social media
interview to explain the very
real threat of
COVID-19 and to appeal to
the public to take that threat
seriously.
You can watch the interview
on the Trust’s YouTube channel.

News from within the Trust...
Winter pressures
Winter always brings with it some unique
challenges, with more people falling ill with
flu, the increased risks of slips, falls and car
accidents caused by icy roads and of course
those who party a little too hard and end up
needing our help with the aftermath.

The Trust has renewed its annual plea to
the public to access healthcare responsibly
by considering their local pharmacy, NHS
111 and their GP before adding strain to our services by turning up at A&E.

What do you call yours?
We developed an unusual and creative campaign to
encourage women to be aware of the risks of breast cancer
and make sure they self-examine and attend their regular
scans.
The series of videos features staff, both men and women,
were invited to shout out what they personally call breasts!
The fun videos make you laugh but also drives home the
importance of attending screening appointments and to be
aware of any unusual changes.

Active hospitals
I’m thrilled to announce the Trust has been awarded
Active Hospital status by Public Health England, Sport
England, the National Lottery and project leader NHS
Transformation Unit.
We’ll be embarking on a funded project to increase
activity levels among our patients and the wider public –
this will drive our focus in aiming to build a healthier
population with improved results for people receiving
treatment.

A tale of two digital systems
Registrar Luke Ventress shared his experience of having worked
under two completely different patient records systems, and how our
patients are reaping the benefits.
Luke said; “I’ve seen a massive change in working and the new
Electronic Prescribing Administration module is excellent.
“Everything is quicker, a patient’s drug information can be found at
the click of a button and prescribing their medication can all be done
on the one system.”

Virtual respiratory care while in hospital
The Trust is using video technology to treat patients while they are still in
hospital.
Any patient who has to be admitted to hospital with a flare up of asthma is
now seen by a community respiratory nurse over an iPad screen.
The innovation is aimed at providing patients with high quality
multi-professional clinical care, while helping to reduce direct contact
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Board papers
The board papers from our
board meetings are posted
on the Trust website. If you
would like to read the
papers, visit:

www.nth.nhs.uk/about/
board-meetings/
Board meetings are held in
public and you are
welcome to attend. To
confirm your attendance,
please contact the private
office on 01642 624060.

Chief Executive’s blog
You can keep up to date
with what Julie has been
up to by following her
blog.

You can find the latest
post www.nth.nhs.uk/
about/blog/ or by
accessing the trust
website.

